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We thought to measure the value for patients we should let them participate in
the project and asked them about what is of value for them and what are there
goals. A good reason to start with a patient panel.
Objectives: For this reason we aimed to create a patient panel of rheumatology
patients that are well informed and prepared to actively cooperate and participate
in research, and co-design novel healthcare strategies.
Methods: Staff members (e.g. doctors and nurses) were asked to nominate
patients that are expected to actively participate in the panel. Nominated patients
were verbally approached and asked to participate. After mutual agreement a
contract was signed were patients discretion was warranted, the capacity to
handle confidential information was assessed and equality between members of
the panel and staff was ensured. Enlargement of the panel is primarily staff-driven,
but panel members are also invited to actively recruit other rheumatology patients.
Results: The initial enrolment period lasted for six months. Thereafter, meetings
were organized were discussion were held on various themes such as goals and
value for rheumatology patients. Additionally, a focus group of rheumatoid arthritis
(RA) patients was assembled to evaluate a PROMs measurement tool. To date,
a number of four panel discussion have been held. Currently, our patient panel
consists of 54 patients with all kinds of rheumatic diseases. Their demographic
and clinical data are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

Value

Patients (n) 54
Gender (%male) 17
Age (yrs) 51 (20–77)
Disease duration (yrs) 9 (0–30)
Diagnosis (%)
– Rheumatoid Artrithis 54
– Arthrosis 15
– Fibromyalgia 10
– SpA (including APs and SA) 12
– Other 9

Our panel has been asked to participate in other (hospital-wide) programmes
including the development and evaluation of a patient portal. We organize about
three meetings for the whole panel every year and arrange focus group meetings
to discuss specific subjects.
Conclusions: Panel members are very open and enthusiastic. Some quotes:
“I’m happy to do something in return for the good care I receive.”, and “I want to
promote participation in scientific research”. Deployment of patient participation
for co-creating innovations alongside research is an asset these days to connect
changes to patients perception.
In real live involving patient as an expert is not an effortless action for both patients
and the expert care takers, it leads to satisfaction and an effective treatment.
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Background: Since the disease activity of patients with RA tends to fluctuate
between visits and disease flares are easily missed during regular visits,
patients might benefit from a more closely spaced determination of disease
activity, which could be realised by iMonitor1. iMonitor is a Software Medical
Device developed and funded by Pfizer. This online system allows patients
to complete three kinds of patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs): the
Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ), Rheumatoid Arthritis Impact of Disease
(RAID) and Rheumatoid Arthritis Disease Activity Index-5 (RADAI-5). iMonitor
might contribute to identification of patients who need additional medical attention
in between visits and reduction of visits for patients with stable disease activity.
Objectives: To determine the degree to which the PROM-scores in iMonitor are
associated with DAS28. Moreover, PROM preferences and completion rates were
studied.
Methods: Patients were recruited at Bernhoven (Uden, the Netherlands) by
an announcement on the hospital website, leaflets and meetings. Instruction
classes were organised in which researchers assisted patients in using iMonitor.
Patients indicated which PROM(s) they want to complete in iMonitor and chose
reminder email frequency (weekly, two-, four, six, or eight-weekly). Descriptive
analyses were used to describe characteristics of the study population. Scatter
plots with regression equations were performed with DAS28 as dependent and
PROM as independent variable to determine the association between DAS28 and
PROMs. Moreover, Pearson’s correlations were calculated. PROM-scores within
the fourteen day window before and after DAS28 assessment were included.
Results: In total 33 patients with RA were included, seventeen of them were
female (52%). Mean (±SD) age was 56±11 years. Seventeen patients (52%)
attended the instruction classes. Majority of patients (n=10) chose all three PROMs

to complete, nine patients chose RAID+RADAI-5, seven chose HAQ+RAID, three
chose RAID, two chose RADAI-5 and two chose HAQ+RADAI-5. From March
2016 until December 2016, 435 RAID-values, 329 RADAI-5-values and 222
HAQ-values were gathered. When taking PROM-values within the fourteen day
window before and after DAS28 assessment, 159 DAS28-values could be coupled
to 320 PROM-values. Regression analysis showed the following proportions of
explained variance (R2): 0.17 for HAQ, 0.32 for RAID and 0.29 for RADAI-5.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were 0.41 for HAQ, 0.57 for RAID and 0.54
for RADAI-5. Most chosen reminder email frequency was four weeks (n=21).
Completion rates (measured until December 31, 2016) were 65% for patients with
one week PROM-frequency and for patients with two, four, six and eight week
frequency completion rates were 39%, 24%, 30% and 0%, respectively.
Conclusions: RAID and RADAI-5 were moderately associated with DAS28 and
showed highest proportions of explained variance. The association between HAQ
and DAS28 was weaker. Patients receiving a weekly reminder email showed
highest completion rates. This pilot study is a first step towards personalised
healthcare and patient involvement in online remote monitoring.
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Background: Anxiety and depression are often present in chronic rheumatic
diseases. Recognition of these psychological disorders is fundamental for proper
patient management. The absence of screening leaves more than >50% of
patients with depression unidentified. Patient Help Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) and
General Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) are two validated self-applied questionnaires
that are appropriate to assess the presence of, depression and anxiety,
respectively.
Objectives: 1) To assess the prevalence of depression and anxiety in a hospital
based outpatient Rheumatology clinic and 2) To provide the attending physician
with appropriate instruments that allow a rapid orientation on the psychological
status of her/his patient.
Methods: Consecutive patients that attended our outpatient Rheumatology clinic
from March to June 2016 were invited to participate in this crosssectional study.
Participants filled out PHQ-9 and GAD-7 in the waiting room. The prevalence
and severity of anxiety and depression were calculated for the most prevalent
diagnoses.
Results: A total of 410 patients were recruited; 339 (82.8%) were female. Overall,
191 (46.6%) patients reported depressive symptoms (PHQ-9>5). Of them, 87
(21.2%) were classified as having moderate depression or higher (PHQ-9 >10).
Prevalence of depression and anxiety among study participants according to
each rheumatic disease is depicted in Table 1. Prevalence of moderate or
severe depression was significantly different among various rheumatic diseases
(p=0.001). Regarding anxiety symptoms, they were reported in 168 (40.7%); 67
(16.2%) of them had moderate or severe anxiety.

Conclusions: This cross-sectional study shows that anxiety and depression
are frequent in the Rheumatology clinic. We demonstrated that the use of a
self-applied screening tool can help clinicians to properly detect depression and
anxiety associated with diverse rheumatic diseases. Specia attention should be
paid to patients with fibromyalgia and osteoarthritis.


